
HOLY DISOBEDIENCE  

CHAPTER FIVE: EQUALLY IN GOD'S IMAGE: 

WOMEN IN THE CLOISTER  

   

   

he early women saints achieved their status by their courageous defiance of 

pagan structures of power, Saint Cecilia refusing to perform the requisite bloody 

sacrifices to idols upon phallic pillars the Roman Empire required. By so doing, she 

had threatened that entire theatre of power and even her execution by it, crumbled it.\1 

Many other women saints similarly refused - functioning in Rome as did Gandhi's 

Satyagraha movement - which was intensely feminist in its techniques - in India.\2 

The Church incorporated that theme of disobedience. Benedict, spoken of as a new 

Moses, gave his monks his Rule, which forbade them to stay overnight with women, 

to eat when on a day's journey away from their abbey, and many other restrictions. 

His sister, Scholastica, then got him to disobey his Rule, in answer to a higher 

authority than his, God. She has one-upped him. The story of that disobedience is still 

sung each year by Benedictine monks and nuns on the Feast of Saint Scholastica. 

Similarly, the abbeys and convents acted out the liturgical dramas of Mary Magdalene 

and Christ, where she meets him, singing the most glorious Latin Gregorian chant, 

dressed in the scarlet of a prostitute. In this instance the severity of the Rule is 

overruled by the charity of the Gospels. These liturgical dramas and antiphons, of 

Magdalene and Christ, of Scholastica and Benedict, included and honoured fallen and 

disobedient women within sacred, celibate structures.  

Early Renaissance versions of the story belong to the world rather than to the cloister - 

taking their halcyon form just as the debate about Mary Magdalene came to have her 

be virtually excluded from either the Protestant or Catholic canon. In them we see the 

stress upon the Magdalene as defying Paul's dictate against women preaching by 

showing her as preaching in both Lucas van Leyden's engraving of 1519 (Figure 4) 

and in a Brussels altarpiece (Plate VIII). It is also interesting that the exterior of the 

triptych has the portraits of the female donors of this painting, a mother and daughter, 

cluster about the figure of the Magdalene of the Noli mi tangere scene, along with St 

Margaret, patron saint of childbirth, while the other triptych panel gives Christ - and 

also St Louis, whose wife was Queen Margaret, with the one male member of the 

donor family.\3 One can almost imagine the conversations between the painter and the 

three members of this family - where women outnumbered men - in Brussels about 

the subject and execution of this painting in which all clearly participated. The donors 

appear to have desired a retention of the medieval over the Renaissance themes 



concerning the Magdalene - and the two women largely because of the equality her 

role model gave them.  

The first essay in this section is on a learned transvestite Romanesque woman monk, 

Saint Eugenia,\4 the second on the sinner/saint, Mary Magdalene, the paradoxically 

prototypical monk and nun, the third, on the loving disobedience of cloistered sister to 

brother, of Saint Scholastica to Saint Benedict. That we end this book with the 

textuality - and sexuality - of the convent or the wilderness is not so much consonant 

with today's modern values as it is with the alterity of the Middle Ages,\5 where 

women and men believed that equality was attained by absenting each other from 

sexual exploitation in reality, though tolerating its presence in legends to read, in 

frescoes to view, in liturgical dramas to act. The cloister could theorize sexuality 

vicariously but not have to perform it in praxis. It was no longer in earnest but simply 

in game, divorced from all danger. Thus we have the medieval solution to sexual 

equality being the paradox of an absent presence, of a separate independence, of a 

severe freedom, and of a rebellious obedience.  

Heloise had belonged to all the categories in which women were placed. She had been 

a student to Abelard, and given by him two kinds of learning, textual and sexual. She 

then became first a mother, then a wife. Finally, she was professed as a nun, becoming 

an abbess. With her, Abelard likewise became a father, a husband, a monk and an 

abbot. She had told him she preferred to be his whore than Empress of the world. That 

they named their child, "Astralabe," indicates their awareness of the new Arabic 

learning, the astrolabe being the scientific, computing instrument par excellence of 

their day. That Arabic machinery of power would exclude women from universities, 

though still allow them the convent. Convent cloisters, with their square gardens, their 

circular fountains, represented the paradigm of Paradise.\6 Within their arcades, nuns 

such as Hrotswitha, Hildegard and Heloise could and did write sacred dramas for their 

fellow nuns to act out and sacred hymns to sing, in which women courageously defy 

abuses of power. Hildegard in her abbey and Christine in her study could represent 

themselves - as women - in the iconography of both Gospeler and God, writing the 

Book of Creation (Plate V). That act affirmed their equality with God's image. Such a 

volume created by women and men, both in the university and in the cloister, about 

the body and the book, you now hold.  
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